




ILLUMINATED LETTER 

WRITING 

This summer I would also like you to write, write, write! This will give you a 
chance to practice and will give me something very interesting to read in 
the fall. Choose one prompt from the "Ah, Summertime!" list. Everyone 
has a story to tell - I can't wait to read yours! 
I will also be more than happy to read anything else you write over the 
summer: poems, stories, personal narratives, descriptions, lists, ideas, 
notes, etc. 

Ah, Summertime! (Choose ONE of the following prompts and write 
about it) 

Your response can be either hand written or typed and must be one 

This year in history, you will study the Middle Ages. To supplement this 
curriculum, one of your first projects in English will be artistic in nature. At 
the beginning of many chapters in Medieval books, you will notice that the 
first letter is different than all the rest. This is an example of an illuminated 
letter, widely used during the Middle Ages. You will find further information 
in the article enclosed entitled "Illuminations". Please read it to find out more 
about these beautiful, colorful creations. Then I would Iike you to create your 
own illuminated letter using the initial of your first or last name. You will see 
examples in the article, but I would like these to be used as an inspiration 
only. Your design should reflect you! These will be prominently displayed 
when we return to school in the fall, so take your time and do your best 
work!

Materials you will need: 

A sheet of plain, white paper (no lined paper, please!) 
A pencil and eraser 
A ruler 
A theme you are going to base your letter around - for example a 
mythological creature or a variety of plants, or you!
A black felt tip marker
Colored pencils (use lots of color!) and gold crayon for gold leaf





JJIIuminations 
A lesson in the art of Illlllllinated Letters 

By Amy E. Bruce 
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J!,ow can you make one, you ask? 
Using the materials your teacher provides for you, you can make an illuminated 

letter using simple steps similar to those used by artists from the past. Here's 

what you'll need: 

A piece of drawing paper, 8.5" by 11" (printer paper) 

A pencil and eraser 

A ruler 

An idea of what letter you want to create, perhaps your initial. 

A theme you are going to base your letter around, for example a mythological 

creature, or a variety of plants, and something(s) that relate to you! 

A black felt tip marker 

Colored pencils for color and gold crayon for gold leaf 



Where do we begin? 
Right now you're all probably wondering ..... . 

What is an illumination? 

When were they made? 

Who made them and how were they made? 

Why is it important to learn about them? 

How can I make one? 
Let's find out! 




















































